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Haji Mohd Khalip Awang, a long-serving staff at his hotel, contributes to various aspects of wage negotiations for the security 
officers.  

He is active during collective bargaining negotiations. He projects the ground sentiments regarding allowances and incentives 
hoped for by the officers. 

Being an active partner, Brother Mohd Khalip has also raised substantial pointers when discussing the Annual Wage 
Supplement bonus, which has resulted in higher bonuses for officers compared to the other in-house security officers in the 
same industry. This has built trust with the officers he works with.  

Brother Mohd Khalip has actively engaged officers in almost every matter concerning their well-being. As a senior security 
officer who has worked through the ranks, he values the emotions and sentiments of the other officers. He goes beyond his 
working hours to hear their issues.  

This is critical for him as he represents the officers in collective bargaining sessions and ensures he knows the issues raised 
from the ground.  

He also displayed great care for officers when they were infected with COVID-19. Working with the Union of Security 
Employees (USE), he helped provide them with care packs and nourishments to tide them over the period.   

Brother Mohd Khalip, as a recipient of vital information disseminated through USE, assists in relaying them to the ground.  

This includes information such as grants that can be tapped for officers to upskill themselves so that they can progress 
through the ranks and be equipped with skills to do more and earn more. 

He takes charge of the individual development of officers under his care and often extends this responsibility to outsourced 
security officers beyond his company.  

He works closely with his hotel’s management to embark on Company Training Committee initiatives to benefit all hotel 
workers and enhance daily operations. 


